ALL CBM MAJORS REQUIRE A 3-CREDIT HOUR ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP OR PROJECT:
- ACCOUNTING
- BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
- ECONOMICS
- MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

166 CBM STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

62% of students received paid internships

66.45% of CBM interns were offered employment or an extended internship, while others interned at their current place of employment by assuming new roles and responsibilities (note: some students continue studies as they work towards degree completion).

39% of students interned at current place of employment

66% Internships took place in the Springfield area (LWIA 19&20)

25% In the rest of Illinois

9% In the rest of the U.S.

88.4% of students agreed that their internship helped to clarify their career goals

96% of students received paid internships

SUPERVISORS AWARDED CBM STUDENT INTERNS AN AVERAGE OVERALL PERFORMANCE SCORE OF

744 TOTAL CREDIT HOURS EARNED

37,050 TOTAL HOURS WORKED

INDUSTRY

For Profit 62.3%

Nonprofit 18.5%

UIS 10.5%

Gov 8.6%